
LMS 16ton Steel Mineral Wagon: 
There are two lengths of solebar supplied: for 16'6" & 17'6" wagons. This kit 
requires the short solebars. 12mm 3 - hole wheels & bearings are required.
 Remove parts from sprues with a sharp knife. Use solvent for assembly e.g. 
Liquid Poly or Polsol (Read & follow manufacturers' instructions). If using 
sprung 3-link couplings it is easier to fit them to the headstocks before 
construction. Hornby couplings can be fitted using the adaptor blocks.
Fit bearings into back of "W" irons, then fit axleboxes onto  bearings,. You will 
find this easier if a small 
amount of solvent is put 
in the hole in the back of 
the axlebox first. Then  fit 'W' 
iron units to back of correct 
solebars. 
Thread buffer collars onto 
shanks (about 1/2 way along 
length) then push into buffer 
body on headstock.
Fit solebars to floor, with the 
back of the "W" iron unit against 
the floor studs, add headstocks, 
which fit onto the ends of the 
solebars. Ensure components are 
square and add the wheels. 
Before assembling the body, 
the side doors should be 
fitted from the back, For BR 
rebodied wagons (from c.1971), 
the welded side (& end) doors 
should be used. 

For the LMS version/ BR D1/102, either  
type of side doors 
can be used. The 
end door can be of 
either type,  as some 
wagons had a mixture 
of door types. 

In the BR period, replacement doors would have been welded.  N.B. make sure 
you fit the side doors with the hinges at the bottom! BR wagons generally had 
brakegear on one side (with two brake levers) - usually on the facing side with 
the end door to the right.
The 'BR' version covers two types Diagram 1/102, built between 1946 - 49  
amounting to some 25,000 wagons; and those wagons rebodied from about 
1971. Bodies on the latter could be either way round in relation to the 
brakegear. Many had a rounded bottom edge to the bottom of the sides which 
can be produced by careful filing of the side mouldings.
LIVERY: LMS - Body: Bauxite Railmatch 612, rest black, with white lettering  
HMRS sheet 6 . BR - Body: Grey Railmatch 332, later 309, rest black, with 
white lettering on black panels.   'End-door' stripe is 1mm wide.
LMS - Numbers: 616001 - 618599 (prefixed 'M' by BR).
BR- D1/102 B13000 - 23000/ 24000 - 25500/ 27001 - 28750/ 30251 
- 32550/ 32701 - 33000/ 33501 - 39500. Rebodied - B210895/ 
225908.
BR later styles of lettering 
(bottom  LH corner) 

FURTHER   DETAILS: 
LMS: LMS WAGONS Vol. 1 (OPC),
The  LMS Wagon (D&C).
BR:  Rolling Stock Recognition Vol.2 (Ian Allan), 
BR Standard Freight Wagons (B.Barton -long out of print), 
Railway Modeller Nov. 1980.
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